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Throughout the Western world, people’s policy views are correlated across domains in a strikingly similar fashion. This article proposes that what partly explains the structure of ideology is moral universalism: the extent to which people exhibit the same level of altruism and trust towards strangers as towards in-group members. In new large-scale multinational surveys, heterogeneity in universalism descriptively explains why some people support redistribution, health care, environmental protection, affirmative action, and foreign aid, while others advocate for spending on the military, law enforcement, and border protection. Universalism is a substantially stronger predictor of policy views and ideological constraints than variables such as income, wealth, education, religiosity, or beliefs about government efficiency. Consistent with the idea that universalism shapes policy views, we further document that the left–right divide on redistribution, environmental protection, or foreign aid strongly attenuates or even reverses when people evaluate less universalist implementations of these policies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A key object of interest in the study of political economy is ideological constraint: whether people’s policy views are systematically correlated across economic and social domains, or rather relatively independently distributed across seemingly unrelated policy topics (e.g. Ansolabehere, Rodden and Snyder, 2008; Lenz, 2013). We implement rich new large-scale surveys in Australia, Germany, France, the US, and Sweden to document that people in one cluster generally desire government expenditure on foreign aid, affirmative action, environmental protection, welfare, and universal health care, while people in another cluster support government spending on the military, police, and law enforcement, and border control.

The editor in charge of this paper was Nicola Gennaioli.
While these ideological clusters may seem obvious to some because they have almost come to define how the public thinks about political disagreements, their structure is also somewhat puzzling. First, the prevailing ideological clusters are very similar across many rich Western countries, even though these often exhibit considerable differences in electoral systems, party structures, and ethnic composition. Second, despite the widespread occurrence of these clusters, there is no obvious "law of nature" that explains why these particular bundles of policy views should prevail in the first place. For example, it is not obvious why support for redistribution is always correlated with support for environmental protection rather than support for a strong military. Still, the striking similarity of the correlations in issue positions across countries suggests that these bundles reflect more than coincidence.

The central proposition of this article is that what imposes this particular structure on the space of policy views is heterogeneity in moral universalism: the extent to which people exhibit the same level of altruism and trust towards strangers as towards in-group members. Universalism is not about a person's overall level of altruism or trust, but instead about its slope as a function of social distance, such that group- or place-based identities are less important to universalists than to communitarians.

Our analysis of the role of universalism for policy views is motivated by a growing body of work that argues that people's political ideology and voting behaviour to a large extent reflect heterogeneity in moral values related to universalism, rather than most material concerns (e.g. Graham, Haidt and Nosek, 2009; Haidt, 2012; Waytz, Iyer, Young, Haidt and Graham, 2019; Enke, 2020). Building on this body of work, our investigation is based on the simple intuition that one of the two aforementioned ideological clusters consists of policies that require high altruism towards, and trust in, socially distant individuals, while the other cluster comprises policies that are primarily aimed at protecting, and caring for, certain in-groups. For instance, foreign aid, affirmative action, environmental protection, and federal redistribution are all highly universalist policies in that their beneficiaries will often be socially or geographically distant strangers. On the other hand, public spending on the military or border control is often designed to erect boundaries between "us" and "them," which may at least partly reflect the communitarian moral stance that compatriots (in-group members) deserve higher priority, as well as the belief that outsiders cannot be trusted.

Based on these hypotheses, this article presents a new set of descriptive stylized facts to make four contributions. First, we collect rich new survey data to show that people's desired expenditure shares are strongly partitioned into two distinct clusters, and that these clusters are extremely similar across Australia, France, Germany, Sweden, and the US. Second, by supplementing our data-collection exercise with rich and experimentally validated measures of universalism in altruism and universalism in trust, we show that universalism is strongly predictive of policy views in a way that rationalizes the observed clusters, in an almost identical fashion across countries. Third, we provide an extensive set of benchmarking analyses that suggest that universalism is quantitatively substantially more important for explaining policy views and ideological constraints than traditional political economy variables such as income, wealth, equity-efficiency preferences, or beliefs about government efficiency. Fourth, in an attempt to disentangle supply- and demand-side explanations, we document that people's views on broad policy domains such as redistribution or foreign aid strongly depend on how universalist vs. communitarian the specific implementation of a policy is. For example, while left- and right-wingers differ in their views on national redistribution in familiar ways, this relationship strongly attenuates or even reverses when people are polled about local redistribution.

Our internet surveys are pre-registered and comprise nationally representative samples in each of five countries, for a total of about 11,000 respondents. To measure universalism in altruism, we implement structured decision tasks. In each task, a respondent is endowed with the hypothetical
sum of $100 and is asked to split the money between two equally rich individuals: (i) a randomly
selected member of a specific social (in-) group who lives in their own country of residence and
(ii) a randomly selected person who lives in their own country of residence. For example, in one
question, a US participant is asked to split hypothetical $100 between a member of their extended
family and a randomly selected person from the US. In addition to these questions that measure
“domestic universalism”, we also measure “foreign universalism” and “global universalism”
through money allocation tasks that involve different types of foreigners. While all of our survey
questions are hypothetical in nature, they underwent an extensive selection and experimental
validation procedure and have been shown to be correlated with real donation decisions (see
Enke, Rodríguez-Padilla and Zimmermann, 2022).

Using an analogous procedure, we estimate respondents’ universalism in trust by asking them
to indicate who of the individuals described above they trust more. In our data, universalism
in altruism and universalism in trust are highly correlated, which suggests that they capture the
same underlying psychology, which we refer to as “moral universalism”. Respondents exhibit
large variation in universalism: some participants always split their money or trust equally, while
others consistently share more money with, and trust more, members of their in-groups.

We supplement these measures of universalism with detailed questions on respondents’ policy
views. To balance the richness and quantitative interpretability against the cognitive burden placed
on participants, we elicit both quantitative information on desired government expenditure levels
for specific policies, and simple Likert scale measures.

Looking at the link between policy views and universalism, we find that desired expenditures
are strongly correlated with universalism in the ways we hypothesized and pre-registered.
Universalism is positively correlated with desired expenditure on welfare payments, environment,
affirmative action, foreign aid, and—to a lesser extent—universal health care. Moreover,
universalism is negatively correlated with desired expenditure on border control, military, and
law enforcement and police. In this sense, universalism reproduces the structure of policy views
that we attempt to explain in this article. In terms of quantitative magnitudes, moving from the
universalism of zero (allocating all money or trust to the in-group) to equal splits is associated
with changes in policy views of between 10% and 80% of a standard deviation.

These correlations are robust and general in the following three ways. (1) The results are
qualitatively very similar when we consider either universalism in altruism or universalism in
trust, though quantitatively universalism in altruism is typically about twice as important. (2)
The relationship between universalism and policy preferences is robust against controlling for
rich measures of income, wealth, religiosity, education, urbanicity, and beliefs about government
efficiency, among others. (iii) The results are strikingly similar across the US, Australia, France,
Germany, and Sweden.

To put our results in perspective, we implement a series of exercises that benchmark
universalism against a rich set of individual characteristics. In the first step, we assess the
degree to which universalism and other characteristics contribute to the magnitude of ideological
constraint, defined as the average intracorrelation of people’s policy views. In conservative
estimations, we find that ideological constraint would decrease by 25% if there was no
heterogeneity in universalism. To put this magnitude into perspective, our estimations suggest
that ideological constraint would not change at all if there was no heterogeneity in, for
example, income, wealth, education, equity-efficiency preferences, or beliefs about government
efficiency.

In a second step of benchmarking our results on universalism, we use simple machine
learning techniques to identify a candidate set of “predictors” of policy views, which partly
consists of complex interactions of individual characteristics. We then study whether any of these
candidate predictors meaningfully predict the structure of policy views. We find that the candidate
predictors are often correlated with desired expenditures in important and known ways. At the same time, universalism is the only variable in our data that meaningfully organizes the key pattern we are trying to explain: simultaneous support for government spending in the domains of welfare, universal health care, environmental protection, affirmative action, and foreign aid, but opposition to large government spending in the domains of military, police, and border control.

A potential alternative view of the formation of ideological clusters that contrasts with our emphasis on a demand-side mechanism are supply-side accounts, according to which people identify with a party and then “learn” from elites which bundles of policy positions they are supposed to hold. While such an account does not explain why we observe the specific ideological clusters that we do, we acknowledge and discuss in detail the potential role of supply-side mechanisms.

To provide direct evidence that a demand-side mechanism is at least a part of the story, we leverage the observation that many broad policies can be implemented in a more or less universalist vs. communitarian fashion. For instance, redistribution can be organized at an impersonal, federal level, or it can be implemented locally. Similarly, environmental protection policies can aim at preventing global climate change or saving local forests and rivers. We hypothesize that the traditional left–right divide on these and other topics attenuates or even reverses when canonical left-wing policies are implemented in a more communitarian fashion and when canonical right-wing policies are implemented in more universalist ways.

To test these hypotheses, we elicit respondents’ desired spending levels for specific policy implementations, where some policies are more universalist than others. For example, within the broad domain of welfare payments, we separately elicit the desired spending on “Redistributing local tax revenues as welfare payments across all communities nationwide” and “Redistributing local tax revenues as welfare payments only within the local communities they were raised.” We design these survey questions holding fixed the efficiency of the redistributive system. In these exercises, the relationship between respondents’ political orientation and policy views predictably attenuates or even reverses, depending on whether the specific policy proposal is more or less universalist. For example, respondents who identify as right-wing are equally likely to support redistribution or environmental protection as left-wingers once it takes place locally.

We view these results as suggesting that the link between universalism and policy views at least partly reflects a demand-side mechanism. To further corroborate this, we also show that all of our results on the link between universalism and policy views hold controlling for respondents’ political ideology on a left–right spectrum.

Linking our work to the literature, much research in economics, political science, and moral and political psychology has highlighted the role of morality, identity, and social preferences in political attitudes. Most closely related to our approach is recent work on moral universalism, in both psychology (e.g. Graham et al., 2009; Haidt, 2012) and economics (Enke, 2020). We contribute to this line of research (1) by providing a quantitative analysis examining the internal structure of policy views rather than voting; (2) not just in the US but in the Western world more generally; and (iii) by working with direct economic measures of preferences and beliefs rather than psychological questionnaires. Much of our approach is inspired by the model in Tabellini (2008).

The idea that social groups and identity play an important role in understanding contemporary policy views runs through various recent contributions and reviews (Shayo, 2009; Grossman and Helpman, 2018; Bonomi et al., 2021; Besley and Persson, 2019; Guriev and Papaioannou, 2022). Relatedly, large literatures explain variation in demand for redistribution through ethnic divisions, religion and citizenship (e.g. Alesina, Baqir and Easterly, 1999; Luttmer, 2001; Alesina and Glaeser, 2004; Scheve and Stasavage, 2006; Gilens, 2009;
Chen and Lind, 2019). Our central contribution to these literatures is to highlight the importance of studying heterogeneity in how much people care about group- and place-based identities, as this shapes an entire vector of policy views in a strikingly similar fashion across Western democracies.

In political science, a large amount of work has been devoted to studying the internal structure of elite opinion (Poole and Rosenthal, 2000), but there is no extant theory that convincingly explains the internal structure of mass opinion. A popular view in the sub-field of political behaviour was (and is) that citizens usually do not hold internally coherent policy views, and that, by and large, the genuine ideological constraint does not exist. Rather, people are believed to follow the cues of party leaders (e.g. Lenz, 2013; Erikson and Tedin, 2015; Broockman and Butler, 2017). However, Ansolabehere et al. (2008) documented that such inferences about lack of preference stability and ideological constraint are largely driven by measurement error in surveys. We build on this insight by illuminating how universalism structures an entire vector of (richly measured) policy views, and by showing that demand-side explanations contribute to this phenomenon.

The remainder of the article proceeds as follows. Section 2 summarizes the internal structure of ideology. Section 3 states our hypotheses. Sections 4–6 describe the design and results of our surveys, and Section 7 concludes.

2. THE STRUCTURE OF WESTERN POLITICAL IDEOLOGY

We illustrate the structure of political ideology in rich Western societies using our own survey data, as they are substantially richer than standard cross-national political science datasets such as the CSES. The data cover the US, Australia, France, Germany, and Sweden, for a total of approximately 11,000 respondents. We elicited respondents’ desired per capita expenditure for eight domains: welfare payments; universal health care; affirmative action; environmental protection; foreign aid; military; police and law enforcement; and border control.

To probe the correlation structure of policy views, we implement principal component analyses (PCA), separately in each country. We find that, in each country, the first principal component of (arsinh) desired expenditures across domains exhibits an unsurprising and almost identical structure: it loads positively and with essentially equal weights on desired expenditure levels in the eight categories. This first component captures "big vs. small government" views. The second principal component closely corresponds to our object of interest: in each country, it loads negatively on desired expenditure levels for military, police and law enforcement, and border control, and almost always positively on welfare, universal health care, affirmative action, environmental protection, and foreign aid. This second component, by virtue of being orthogonal to the first one, intuitively captures desired expenditure shares.

To make this point more explicit, we perform a principal component analysis directly on desired shares of overall spending, see Figure 1. Border control, military, and police and law enforcement all receive negative weights in each country, while foreign aid, affirmative action,
environmental protection, welfare payments, and universal health care almost always receive positive weights. This structure is reminiscent of intuitive notions of “left” and “right”. To confirm this intuition, we elicited from our respondents how they would position themselves on a left-vs.-right Likert scale. Figure 2 summarizes the relationship between respondents’ ideology and their desired expenditure levels. In all countries, more pronounced left-wing identification is correlated with higher desired expenditure levels for canonical left-wing policies and lower desired expenditure levels for canonical conservative policies.

Indeed, Figure 2 informally suggests that when respondents tell us that they are “left” or “right”, they appear to refer more to how they would like to use a given government budget rather than the overall size of government. To make this argument more formal, we compute the pairwise correlations between people’s left-vs.-right self-positioning, the first principal component of desired expenditure levels (the “big-vs.-small-government” component), and the first principal component of desired expenditure shares. We find that the correlation between the left-right-scale and the big-vs.-small-government component ranges between $\rho = 0.14$ in the US and $\rho = 0.02$ in France. In contrast, the correlation between the left-right-scale and the expenditure-shares-component ranges between $\rho = 0.49$ in the US and $\rho = 0.30$ in Australia. This suggests that a large part of people’s self-identification as “left” and “right” relates to how a given budget is spent, rather than how big the budget is in the first place.

While we make use of our own survey data to exposit the structure of ideological clusters, the existence of ideological constraint is well documented. While early scholars believed that ideological constraint is relatively weak, Ansolabehere et al. (2008) showed that such inferences are largely driven by measurement error. Once political views are elicited using rich and multiple measures, they tend to be highly intracorrelated. For example, in the 2016 American National Election Survey, standard composite measures of respondents’ economic conservatism and their social conservatism (Ansolabehere, Rodden and Snyder Jr, 2006) exhibit a correlation of $\rho = 0.48$, suggesting strong ideological constraint. Draca and Schwarz (2020) and Wu (2020) also provide evidence for the existence of ideological constraint across multiple Western democracies. While some recent research suggests that the magnitude of the intra-correlations between people’s
policy views has increased over the last 40 years, the basic qualitative structure of ideology has been relatively stable over time (e.g. Kozlowski and Murphy, 2021; Wu, 2020).

3. HYPOTHESES

*Conceptualizing universalism.* Figure 3 illustrates how we think about heterogeneity in universalism, which is a slight modification of the setup in Tabellini (2008). A person’s degree of universalism concerns the slope of their altruism (or trust) as social distance increases, holding fixed the overall level of altruism (or trust). According to this conceptualization, which will be reflected in our empirical measurement, universalists are not “more or less moral,” they just allocate a given level of altruism more uniformly, and trust people at varying social distances more uniformly. Intuitively, a universalist might argue that it is appealing to treat everyone equally, while communitarians might point out that the universalist does not treat her friends very well. Indeed, in Enke et al. (2022) we show that universalists have fewer friends and spend less time with them.

In this conceptualization, “social distance” is a stand-in for different types of social identities and group memberships, including family, friendship, ethnicity, religious beliefs, values, hobbies, nationality, etc. Since our interest is in both domestic and foreign policies, it will be useful to broadly distinguish between domestic in-groups, domestic strangers as well as global in-groups and global strangers.
Figure 3
Illustration of heterogeneity in universalism. In the empirical analysis, we do not impose that the domestic stranger is socially closer than the global in-group.

Universalism and policy views. To articulate why universalism should affect the formation of an entire vector of policy views, we rely on two complementary strategies. First, we here briefly discuss simple intuitions. Second, in Supplementary Appendix A, we provide a formal model based on Tabellini (2008) that also generates our hypotheses.

Our starting point is the observation that many policy domains involve the welfare and anticipated behaviour of people who differ in how socially close they are from the decision-maker. This suggests that the decision-maker’s universalism in altruism (who he cares about) and his universalism in trust (who he believes will misbehave) will matter for how he thinks about policy proposals.

Consider first domestic policies that have a redistributive flavour, such as welfare payments or universal health care. In Western democracies, these are implemented in a highly impersonal fashion, whereby people’s tax money is used to fund payments to others that they have potentially no connection. This is in stark contrast to the more community-based redistributive systems that have dominated human history for centuries. We argue that the decision-maker’s support for such highly impersonal redistributive systems will partly depend on (1) whether he actually cares about people that are socially distant from him and (2) whether he believes that these socially distant people will “cheat on the system” (e.g. by claiming benefits they are not entitled to, or reducing their supply of labour as a form of moral hazard).

Very similar arguments apply to affirmative action and foreign aid: these are—almost by definition—policies that increase the welfare of people who are socially distant from most decision-makers. Thus, universalist individuals should be more likely to support them, both because they internalize the welfare of socially distant people to a larger degree, and because they are less inclined to believe that these strangers will “cheat” by reducing effort after receiving favourable treatment. Again relatedly, from the perspective of Western citizens, environmental protection arguably also largely benefits socially distant strangers, including future generations.
and people in developing countries whose geographic location or lack of funds makes them especially vulnerable to climate change.

All of the preceding hypotheses concern policy domains in which universalists are more supportive of government spending than communitarians. Yet, we hypothesize that the opposite holds true for expenditure categories that carry signatures of “us vs. them.” First, because universalists internalize the welfare of foreigners more, and believe that they are as trustworthy as compatriots, universalists will be less supportive of strong border protection than decision-makers who place little weight on the welfare of foreigners (and potentially believe that they are more likely to commit crimes or to misbehave in other ways). Similarly, universalists who place high weight on the welfare of foreign nations, and who believe that these nations are trustworthy partners rather than potential aggressors, will be less inclined to spend money on a strong military.

Finally, regarding police and law enforcement, communitarian decision-makers believe that socially distant groups are more likely to cheat on society and commit crimes, which comes at the expense of the communitarian’s in-groups. Yet, the communitarian fundamentally dislikes this idea because he primarily cares about his in-group members and hence supports a strong police force.

**Hypothesis 1.** Universalism is positively linked to support for welfare, universal health care, affirmative action, environmental protection, and foreign aid, but negatively linked to support for border protection, a strong military, and police and law enforcement. This holds for universalism in both altruism and trust.

**Discussion: Default implementation of policies.** In practice, many of the policies discussed above contain both universalist and communitarian elements, or could be implemented in more or less universalist ways. For example, the US military not only defends American security (a communitarian cause) but also frequently engages in humanitarian or peacekeeping missions (a universalist cause). Redistribution could be implemented not just at the national level (a universalist system) but also at the level of small, local communities (a communitarian system). Environmental protection programs can be targeted at preventing global climate change (a universalist objective) but also at conserving local forests and rivers (a more communitarian objective). Foreign aid could be given to those in most need (a universalist implementation) but also to those who are international allies (a more communitarian implementation).

As a result, the development of our hypotheses above implicitly relies on the idea that policies are usually implemented—or framed—in a particular fashion, which we refer to as a policy’s default implementation. For instance, when people think of welfare, they arguably have in mind the type of redistributive system that is currently in place (a national one). Indeed, our analysis not only rests on the assumption of there being default implementations—we also assume that these are similar across the five countries that we study. We deem this assumption plausible, also given the cultural and economic similarities between the countries in our sample. Indeed, for some domains, this assumption is demonstrably true: in all countries in our sample, redistribution and health care do take place at the national level rather than locally.

**Manipulating policy implementations.** The fact that policies often contain both universalist and communal elements is useful because it allows us to elicit support for specific implementations of policies that are more or less universalist in nature.

**Hypothesis 2.** The positive correlation between left- versus right-wing political ideology and support for canonical “left-wing” policies (such as support for welfare, environmental protection, and foreign aid) attenuates or even reverses once these policies are implemented in less
universalist ways. Similarly, the negative correlation between left-wing ideology and support for canonical “right-wing” policies (such as a strong military) attenuates or reverses once these policies are implemented in more universalist ways.

To sum up, our empirical analyses will leverage variation in both (1) moral preferences and beliefs and (2) the policies that respondents are asked to assess. This is useful because approach (1) is necessarily correlational in nature (we cannot change people’s universalism), while approach (2) allows for experimental manipulations.

4. SURVEY DESIGN

4.1. Logistics

In the summer of 2019, we implemented internet surveys in Australia, France, Germany, Sweden, and the US through the infrastructure of the market research panel of Dynata. The original survey was developed in English, translated into other languages by Dynata, and then checked by us using native speakers.

The survey consisted of four components: (1) an introductory screen that elicited demographics and routed respondents into or out of the survey; (2) decision screens to measure universalism and other social preferences; (3) screens to measure policy views; and (4) a questionnaire to elicit additional information and covariates. The order of parts (2) and (3) was randomized across respondents.3 We also randomized the order in which universalism in altruism and universalism in trust were elicited.4

We took two measures to ensure quality control. First, every respondent who completed the survey in less than 400 s was dropped and replaced by Dynata. Second, the survey contained two attention check questions, interspersed throughout the survey. Whenever a respondent answered an attention check incorrectly, they were immediately routed out of the survey and replaced by Dynata.

We contracted with Dynata for nationally representative samples of $N = 1,700$ citizens aged at least 18 in each country (see details on the pre-registration below). However, because constructing a sample that is nationally representative along the lines of age, gender, ethnicity, income, employment status, and education is logistically difficult, Dynata eventually supplied a larger sample to us (total $N = 11,063$), a subset of which ($N = 8,500$) makes up the more representative samples that we pre-registered. Since we view throwing away data as scientifically questionable, all analyses reported in the main text make use of the full sample. In the Supplementary Appendix, we replicate all analyses using the pre-registered (smaller) representative samples. The results are always very similar. Sample characteristics are summarized in Supplementary Appendix B.1.

Finally, we implemented identical surveys also in Brazil and South Korea, see Section 6 and Supplementary Appendix B.7 for an analysis of these “non-Western” countries.

4.2. Measurement of universalism

4.2.1. Decision tasks.

Universalism in altruism. We rely on a set of structured experimentally validated decision tasks to measure universalism (Enke et al., 2022). Respondents completed a total of 16

---

3. In Supplementary Appendix B.7, we provide histograms that show that the distribution of policy views is unaffected by whether policy views are elicited before or after universalism.

hypothetical money allocation tasks that allow us to construct a summary statistic of universalism in altruism. Analogous to Figure 3 and our formal framework in Supplementary Appendix A, the construction of the decision tasks is organized along four different types of groups: domestic in-groups, domestic strangers, global in-groups, and global strangers.

First, to estimate domestic universalism, respondents made 10 decisions. In each of them, they were asked to split hypothetical $100 between (1) a randomly selected person from their country of residence and (2) a randomly selected member of one of their social groups, who also resides in the respondent’s country of residence. Across the ten questions, the social groups included extended family, friends of family, neighbours, colleagues at work or school, same organization (e.g. club), same age, same ethnic background or race, same political views, same hobbies, and same religious beliefs. For example, in one question, respondents in the US were asked to split $100 between a randomly selected person who lives in the US and a member of their extended family, such as a cousin. The average allocation to the randomly selected person across the 10 questions then makes up the domestic universalism measure.

Second, to estimate foreign universalism, respondents were asked to split $100 between (1) a randomly selected person from their country of residence and (2) a randomly selected person who lives anywhere in the world. Foreign universalism then corresponds to the monetary amount sent to the global stranger.

Third, to estimate global universalism, respondents made five decisions, in each of which they were asked to split hypothetical $100 between (1) a randomly selected person who lives anywhere in the world and (2) a randomly selected person who lives anywhere in the world and is a member of the respondent’s social groups. Across the five questions, the social groups included the same language, same religious beliefs, same ethnic background, same values, and same occupation. The average amount of money sent to the randomly selected world citizen makes up the global universalism measure.

For the purpose of these tasks, respondents were always asked to assume (1) that both individuals are equally rich (addressing income effects) and (2) that neither of these individuals would find out who sent them the money (ruling out reciprocity considerations). The order of questions was randomized across respondents. Figures 1 and 2 in Supplementary Appendix B.2 show example decision screens.

The money allocation decisions, and in particular the domestic, foreign, and global universalism summary components are all highly positively correlated with each other. To reduce the dimensionality of the data and minimize measurement error, we average the three components into a pre-registered summary statistic of universalism in altruism.

Universalism in trust. Respondents again completed a total of 16 tasks. The procedure was identical to the one described for altruism above, except that in a given task respondents were asked to allocate 100 points (rather than $100) between two individuals, to express whom of the two they trust more. This was explained as indicating “how much you trust that different people will not cheat on you or take advantage of you.” This procedure again yields domestic, foreign, and global universalism components, which we average into a summary statistic of universalism in trust. Figure 3 in Supplementary Appendix B.2 shows an example decision screen.

Composite measure of universalism. Universalism in altruism and trust exhibit a correlation of $\rho = 0.70$ after accounting for measurement error using the obviously related instrumental variables technique of Gillen, Snowberg and Yariv (2019). To reduce the dimensionality of the analysis, we often work with a composite measure, which consists of the unweighted average of universalism in trust and universalism in altruism. We always reference robustness checks that use the altruism and trust measures separately, see Section 5.4.
Relationship to concepts in moral psychology. Prior work on moral universalism in politics usually relies on psychological questionnaires such as the Moral Foundations Questionnaire (e.g. Graham et al., 2009; Haidt, 2012; Enke, 2020). While these questionnaires have the advantage of capturing the full richness of the human moral mind, the underlying concepts are only vaguely related to economic concepts and utilitarian models of preferences and beliefs. Indeed, many concepts in psychological questionnaires such as the MFQ capture deontological motivations. At the same time, arguably the main idea behind, for example, the moral foundations of Haidt (2012) is the distinction between a relationship- or group-specific morality and a universalist morality. Thus, our main objectives in designing our measures were (1) to separately capture preferences and beliefs; and (2) to capture the broad main distinction between a universalist and a relationship-specific morality.

Construct validity. We validate the universalism measures along two dimensions. See Enke et al. (2022) for details. (1) We implemented an ex ante experimental validation procedure. First, we show that, over a 1-week horizon, our hypothetical measure of universalism in altruism is highly correlated with a financially incentivized measure of universalism, which consists of the same questions with real incentives. Second, we document that behaviour in our trust task is highly correlated with trust beliefs in a structured cheating task that is standard in the experimental economics literature. (2) We also show that our survey measure of moral universalism predicts real donation decisions: while universalists donate less to local community organizations, they donate more to nationwide and international charities.

4.2.2. Descriptives. Figure 4 shows a histogram of the composite universalism measure, pooled across countries. Numbers around 50 imply on average equal allocations of money and trust points to in-groups and strangers. Numbers below 50 indicate a tendency to allocate more money and trust points towards in-groups. Numbers above 50 correspond to the (largely counterfactual) case that someone allocates more money and trust points to socially more distant individuals. Supplementary Appendix B.3 shows histograms for each country separately.

Table 1 reports correlations with demographics. To avoid focusing on variables that we select based solely on our intuitions, we instead select demographics (or their interactions) through a LASSO regression, see Supplementary Appendix Table 9. The strongest correlations are with age and wealth, both of which correlate negatively with moral universalism. Similarly, men, higher-income individuals, and the religious exhibit lower universalism. Of potential interest is also the significant conditional correlation between education and universalism: fixing people’s income and wealth, higher education is associated with higher universalism. This is potentially relevant for understanding recent changes in political cleavages (Gethin, Martínez-Toledano and Piketty, 2022). Supplementary Appendix B.5 reports correlations between universalism and an expanded set of survey variables.

Finally, while our study was designed to study within- rather than across-country variation, we note that the average composite universalism in each country is as follows: Australia 0.38, France 0.41, Germany 0.40, Sweden 0.38, and US 0.39.

5. For example, Enke (2020) collapsed Haidt’s first four moral foundations into a one-dimensional summary measure because much psychological research suggests that such a “principal component” captures a large fraction of the variation in human morality (as far as ideas related to universalism are concerned).

6. Universalism is potentially related to the concept of individualism, which captures whether people define themselves as “I” or “we”. We view the individualism–collectivism cleavage as capturing two distinct elements: whether people care more about their in-group (which captures universalism) and whether people are expected to primarily look after themselves rather than care about others. Our notion of universalism holds the latter constant.
Figure 4

Distribution of the composite measure of moral universalism, pooled across all Western countries. The amounts reflect allocations to random strangers, so that the measure is decreasing in in-group favouritism. 50 corresponds to an equal split of money or trust points.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation between composite measure of universalism and:</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Religiosity (z-score)</th>
<th>Wealth Index (z-score)</th>
<th>Income Index (z-score)</th>
<th>Male (0–1)</th>
<th>Age × Male × Income (z-score)</th>
<th>College (0–1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw correlation</td>
<td>−0.16***</td>
<td>−0.10***</td>
<td>−0.12***</td>
<td>−0.07***</td>
<td>−0.07***</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w/Country FE)</td>
<td>−0.12***</td>
<td>−1.16***</td>
<td>−1.51***</td>
<td>−0.84***</td>
<td>−1.78***</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLS coeff (multivariate)</td>
<td>−0.09***</td>
<td>−1.04***</td>
<td>−0.82***</td>
<td>−0.50***</td>
<td>−1.11***</td>
<td>0.33***</td>
<td>1.23***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The first row reports the Pearson’s raw correlation between individual characteristics and the composite measure of universalism (N = 11,063). The second row reports OLS coefficients from individual regressions of the composite measure of universalism on the given characteristic, including country-fixed effects; this row thus presents by how many dollars/trust points universalism increases for a one unit change in the demographic variable. The third row reports OLS coefficients from a multivariate regression of the composite measure of universalism on all characteristics at once, including country fixed effects. See Supplementary Appendix E for details on the construction of the demographic variables. All z-scores are computed separately within each country. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

4.3. Measurement of political attitudes

We measure policy views in two complementary ways: (1) by eliciting measures of desired government expenditure amounts and (2) through standard Likert scale questions in which people express their support for certain policies. Both of these techniques have well-understood advantages and disadvantages, which is why we leverage both. The main upside of (1) is that the measures are quantitative in nature and do not rely on the interpretational ambiguity associated with responses on Likert scales. The main downside of these measures, however, is that they are cognitively more complex.
Desired expenditures. Respondents were instructed to imagine they could decide the average amount of money that their federal or national government collects per year from each citizen to spend on each of the eight policy categories. We asked respondents to assume that all dollar amounts collected for a category would be spent only on this particular category, without any waste. In addition, we provided respondents with a reference value: annual per capita spending on education in their country of residence.

Respondents were asked to enter eight monetary amounts to indicate their desired per capita spending levels for each of welfare, universal health care, foreign aid, environmental protection, affirmative action,7 military and counterintelligence, police and law enforcement, and border control.8 The order of these categories on the computer screen was randomized. Figure 4 in Supplementary Appendix B.2 shows an example decision screen, and histograms of desired expenditure amounts for each policy category and country are presented in Supplementary Appendix B.6.9

Frequently, we will be interested in linking universalism to desired expenditure shares rather than simple levels. For this purpose, we simply compute the fraction of money a respondent desires to spend on a given policy domain.

Likert scale questions. Respondents were asked to indicate their support for each of the eight policies described above on a 0–10 scale. We again frequently work with normalized measures, referred to as relative policy support, that consist of support for a given policy divided by the sum of support across all policies.

4.4. Covariates

Even though this article is descriptive in nature, we seek to assess the extent to which a potential relationship between universalism and policy views is driven by omitted variables. Our survey hence elicits rich measures of covariates, including age, gender, ethnicity/race, educational attainment, income (two measures), wealth and asset ownership (three measures), religiosity (three measures), urbanicity, employment status, marital status, migration background, belief about whether the government is efficient or wasteful (on a scale 0–10), beliefs about whether the respondent is likely to personally benefit from government expenditure in a given category, and measures of altruism, generalized trust, and equity–efficiency preferences. See Supplementary Appendix E.

4.5. Pre-registration

The survey was pre-registered on EGAP, see http://egap.org/registration/5792. The pre-registration contained (i) the desired sample size; (ii) the precise construction of the summary statistics of universalism in altruism and trust; (iii) predictions about how we expected
universalism to be correlated with support for each of the eight policy domains, as stated in Section 3; (iv) the construction of a summary statistic of policy views discussed below; and (v) the analysis of the specific policy proposals in Section 6.1.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Universalism and self-reported ideology

Our ultimate interest in this article is to understand how universalism potentially shapes an entire vector of policy views. However, because today clusters of policy views are commonly associated with the labels “left” and “right”, we begin by documenting the link between universalism and people’s self-assessment on a 0–10 left-vs.-right scale. Figure 5 summarizes the results separately for each country by showing binned scatter plots. We see that, in each country, the composite universalism measure is strongly correlated with left-wing identification. The correlation in the full sample is $\rho = 0.25$, conditional on country fixed effects. This correlation is statistically highly significant in each country and ranges between $\rho = 0.19$ in France and $\rho = 0.29$ in the US. While we provide more sophisticated benchmarking analyses later, it is perhaps informative that the corresponding correlations between left-vs.-right-wing ideology and other commonly analysed variables are substantially smaller in magnitude: $\rho = -0.01$ for the belief that government is efficient vs. wasteful, $\rho = 0.02$ for college degree, $\rho = -0.06$ for age, $\rho = -0.09$ for an income index, and $\rho = -0.13$ for a wealth index (all correlations computed conditional on country fixed effects).

An obvious question is whether particular components of the universalism measure drive this result. Instead, as Supplementary Appendix C.1 shows, every single one of our money and trust tasks is significantly correlated with people’s self-reported ideology in the same direction. This suggests that a universalist mindset is a general characteristic of people who view themselves as “left”.

5.2. Universalism and policy views

Figure 6 shows the link between composite universalism and policy views. Figure 6A and B reports the results of regressions of desired expenditure shares on composite universalism, the only difference being that the regressions in Figure 6B control for age, gender, income, wealth, college, urbanicity, religiosity, equity-efficiency preferences, altruism, trust, beliefs about the
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**Figure 5**

Binscatter plot of individuals’ left-right self-assessment against composite universalism. Both universalism and left-wing ideology are residualized of country fixed-effects.
Figure 6

OLS regression coefficients of desired expenditure shares (A and B) or relative policy support (C and D) on composite universalism. The left panels only control for country FE, while the right panels also control for age, gender, income, wealth, college, urbanicity, religiosity, equity-efficiency preferences, altruism, trust, beliefs about the efficiency of government, and beliefs about whether one will personally benefit from government expenditure in each domain. In the top panels, the dependent variables are desired expenditure shares for each policy domain, while in the bottom panels, the dependent variables are relative policy support as computed from the Likert scale questions. Universalism is in [0,1] and the dependent variables are standardized into z-scores within each country. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals using robust standard errors.

As hypothesized, in all countries, we observe a strong negative relationship between universalism and desired expenditure shares or policy support for the three “right-wing” policy domains, while the relationship is generally positive and statistically significant for the five “left-wing” domains. In Figure 6A, out of the 40 regression coefficients for the individual countries reported, 37 have the expected (pre-registered) sign. Of these, 33 are statistically significant at least at the 10% level. Once our battery of controls is added in Figure 6B, 38 of these coefficients have the expected sign, out of which 31 are statistically significant at least at the 10% level.

An immediate question is whether these results are only driven by universalism in altruism or universalism in trust alone. Indeed, while we construct Figure 6 based on the composite

10. A notable exception occurs in the domain of universal health care as elicited using expenditure shares, where the relationship is strongly positive in the US but either not statistically significant or even negative in the other countries. This pattern might arise because, in contrast to the US, all of these countries have had versions of universal health care for decades, which may generate less heterogeneity in views on universal health care across the political spectrum. Indeed, Figure 2 shows that, in all countries except the US, the link between self-reported left-wing ideology and desired health care expenditure levels is quantitatively very small, and about 1/4 the magnitude as in the US.
universalism measure, we highlight that our data allow us to separately consider preferences and trust beliefs. Table 2 summarizes the results of OLS regressions, in which we link a respondent’s policy views (normalized into z-scores) to their universalism in altruism and trust, controlling for our full set of covariates. In panel A, we investigate desired expenditure shares, which directly corresponds to Figure 6. In panel B, the dependent variables are the analogous Likert scale questions, again normalized into measures of relative support across policy domains. All regressions include the full set of controls discussed above.

We find that the coefficients of universalism in altruism and universalism in trust are almost always statistically significant and sizable in magnitude. This suggests that even though universalism in altruism and universalism in trust are positively correlated, they each capture distinct variation that is relevant for understanding policy views.

The coefficient magnitudes are consistently larger for universalism in altruism than for universalism in trust, which suggests that group-specific altruism weights are more important for policy views than group-specific trust levels. We view it as one strength of our approach that we can separately quantify the importance of beliefs and preferences, while for example the psychological approach of Haidt (2012) does not allow such conceptual distinctions.

Comparing magnitudes across policy domains, for both the desired expenditure share data and for the Likert scale questions, we find that universalism appears to be most important for...
foreign aid, affirmative action, border control, military and police, and law enforcement. We did not pre-register predictions about differential magnitudes across policy domains, and we can only speculate about what drives them. One potential reason is that some policies (like foreign aid) are primarily about in-group vs. stranger tradeoffs, while others (such as welfare) also involve many other considerations and preferences, such as one’s own relative income or views on self-sufficiency.

We consistently find that (1) the magnitude of the OLS coefficient of universalism is 50–100% larger for the Likert scale questions and (2) the R-squared is also usually twice as large. A plausible interpretation of this is that measurement error in the Likert scale questions is lower than in the more complex quantitative desired expenditure amounts questions. Another contributing factor is that the Likert scale questions have fewer outliers. While we winsorized the desired expenditure data at ±3 SD of the mean, this still generates large outliers that reduce the variance explained.

**Desired expenditure levels.** Figure 7 reproduces the left panel of Figure 6, except that now the dependent variables are desired (arsinh) expenditure levels rather than implied shares. Again, we standardize desired spending into z-scores within each country to keep the magnitudes comparable across countries. The results show that universalists desire higher government spending in the canonical left-wing policy domains, yet lower government spending in the canonical conservative domains. Thus, universalists do not always desire higher government spending, but rather only in those policy domains that we argue have a universalist “default implementation” (see Section 3).
5.3. Benchmarking exercises

In the following, we benchmark the link between universalism and policy views against the link between universalism and other individual characteristics, showing that universalism is quantitatively substantially more important for explaining policy views and ideological constraint.

Benchmarking of “effect sizes”. We first compare our estimated magnitudes of the link between universalism and policy views with the link between policy views and people’s left-vs.-right ideology (0–10). We do not do this because we believe that all variation in left-vs.-right ideology should itself be considered primitive—as discussed above, we suspect that when people say they are “left” they partly mean that they are universalists. Instead, we view people’s self-reported ideology as close to an upper bound for how much universalism can possibly explain, given how strongly people’s policy views are clustered around their political ideology. We additionally consider income as a benchmarking variable, given its salience in political economy analyses.

Figure 8 summarizes the results. Each coefficient stems from a separate regression of desired expenditure shares on either composite universalism, people’s left–right self-assessment, or their income. To aid comparability, all variables are expressed as z-scores, and the signs on the coefficients on income are all negated (i.e. they show the expected change in desired expenditure shares given a one standard deviation decrease in our income index). We see that, on average across policy domains, the point estimate of universalism is about two-thirds as large as that of people’s self-reported political ideology, while that of our income index is only about one-fourth as large. We view these results as supportive of the idea that universalism quantitatively matters for policy views.11

Benchmarking of contribution to ideological constraint. In a second step, rather than asking how much universalism matters for policy views considered in isolation from each other, we now study how much it matters for the intracorrelations among policy views observed in the data. To study this, we ask by how much the correlations among policy views (ideological constraint) would decrease if there was no heterogeneity in universalism. That is, we aim to construct a counterfactual measure of ideological constraint for a world in which everyone has the same degree of universalism.

To this effect, we proceed in two steps. First, we construct a measure of predicted ideological constraint.12 We compute the fitted values of regressions of desired expenditure shares on a set of predictors. The average intracorrelation of these predicted policy views tells us how strongly the predictable component of policy views are correlated in our data, on average across all policy domains.13 Second, to derive a quantitative indication of the importance of universalism, we repeat the entire procedure, except that the predicted policy views are computed after collapsing variation in universalism to the sample mean. Thus, this measure tells us how strongly the predictable component of policy views would be intracorrelated if everyone had the same degree

11. Supplementary Appendix Figure 21 shows the variance explained of each of the three predictors across policy domains.

12. For the purpose of this analysis, we focus on predicted rather than actual ideological constraint because our main interest is in understanding how much universalism matters for patterns that are, at least in principle, explainable based on individuals’ characteristics.

13. To compute this measure of average predicted intracorrelation, we recode the correlations such that they are positive when the prevailing structure of ideology predicts it, and as negative otherwise. For example, if predicted views on welfare and military were negatively correlated, we would recode the correlation as positive. If predicted views on welfare and foreign aid were negatively correlated, we code it as negative in computing average correlations.
This figure plots coefficients from separate regressions of desired expenditure shares on respondents’ left-right self-assessment, composite universalism, and income, controlling for country fixed effects. All variables are standardized into z-scores within each country. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals using robust standard errors. Sign convention: the coefficients on income are all negated for easier comparability of magnitudes across predictors. As such, they should be interpreted as the expected change in desired expenditure share for each policy domain following a one standard deviation decrease in income.

We perform the same procedure by collapsing other demographic variables to the sample mean, as natural benchmarks. An obvious limitation of such an analysis is that most variables are measured with error—as a result, even if universalism was the only determinant of ideological constraint (which we do not claim it is), we would still see intracorrelations among policy views when all heterogeneity in (partly mismeasured) universalism is collapsed.

Figure 9 summarizes the results. The left panel shows the results from predicting policy views based on universalism and the set of individual characteristics discussed above. The leftmost bar shows how strongly predicted policy views are correlated in our data when none of the variables is collapsed to its sample mean. The second bar shows the average intracorrelation when age is collapsed to its sample mean, and equivalently for the other variables. We see that heterogeneity in universalism is the only variable that visibly reduces predicted ideological constraint, from around 0.57 to 0.43 (which corresponds to 25%). All other variables, including measures of income, wealth, religiosity, and beliefs in government efficiency, do not appreciably contribute to predicted ideological constraint, and sometimes collapsing variation in these variables even increases the observed intracorrelations.14

14. This happens, for example, when a variable is positively correlated with one policy view and negatively with another policy view, even though the two policy views “should” be positively correlated from the perspective of today’s political clusters.
This figure plots counterfactual, average correlations between desired expenditure shares across policy domains when we collapse variation in demographics, beliefs, and preferences one at a time. The figure is constructed as follows. First, we regress the z-scores of desired expenditure shares for each of our eight policy domains on all of the variables shown in the left panel (or right panel), controlling for country FE. We then obtain the fitted values from these regressions when we collapse one of the variables in the regression at a time. Finally, we compute the correlation between these predicted desired expenditure shares for each policy domain (including country-fixed effects). We average these correlations across policy domains (recoding correlations so they are positive if in the hypothesized direction and negative otherwise), so that we obtain counterfactual clusters of ideology when the effect of heterogeneity in a given demographic, preference, or belief is removed. In the left panel, we document how predicted ideological constraint changes when we collapse variation in these variables in a regression that includes composite universalism. In the right panel, the regression instead includes the left–right self-assessment.

The right panel provides another comparison, by repeating the same analysis except that now predicted policy views are computed based on people’s self-reported left–right assessment, in combination with the same individual characteristics as in the left panel. Again, we here view people’s left–right self-assessment as a useful comparison because it is a plausible upper bound for how much can be explained with (noisy) survey measures of individual characteristics. There are two main takeaways. First, predicted ideological constraint increases by about 25% when self-reported ideology rather than universalism is taken into account. Second, predicted ideological constraint decreases by about 48% when variation in ideology is collapsed to its sample mean.

Our takeaway from this analysis is that universalism contributes substantially more to the phenomenon of ideological constraint than all other “primitive” individual characteristics in our data. Universalism does not explain as much as self-reported ideology, which is plausibly an upper bound for how much could in principle be explained based on individual characteristics.

Do other individual characteristics produce the observed policy clusters? In a final step of our benchmarking analyses, we study whether other individual-level variables also produce the characteristic pattern shown in Figure 6: positive correlations with the five “left-wing” policies and negative correlations with the three “right-wing” policies.

Given that our dataset includes a large set of individual characteristics, all of which could matter either in isolation or in the form of interaction effects, we proceed by selecting a set of candidate variables using simple machine learning techniques. Specifically, we implement a LASSO regression of respondents’ left–right self-assessment on all individual characteristics except universalism, in a fully interacted model. In other words, we do not only allow individual characteristics to matter but also their (potentially higher-order) interactions with each other. We then select those 10 regressors that exhibit the largest regression coefficients (all variables
Benchmarking analyses. We report the standardized beta coefficients and confidence intervals for regressions of arsinh desired expenditure level for a policy domain on different individual-level characteristics, conditional on country fixed effects. These characteristics were selected through a LASSO regression of people’s left-vs.-right self-assessment on all possible interactions of standardized demographics, beliefs, and preferences. Out of those variables selected by the regression, we plot the top 10. Each estimate corresponds to a separate regression. To obtain residual altruism and trust, we respectively computed the residuals of dictator game allocations and generalized trust with respect to universalism. The selected regressors are religiosity, wealth, residual trust, college degree, efficiency–equity preferences times beliefs about government efficiency, age times beliefs about government efficiency, income times beliefs about government efficiency, income, male times beliefs about government efficiency, and male. Note that while the majority of these regressors turn out to be simple individual characteristics, we did not exogenously impose this—it just turns out that in the data these individual characteristics are more important than their interactions.

In Figure 10, the leftmost panel serves as a reminder about the patterns for universalism. We find that none of the other ten individual characteristics that got picked by the LASSO produces the characteristic pattern that universalism successfully reproduces, at least in a statistically or even economically significant manner. In other words, other variables are often significantly correlated with policy views in meaningful and known ways—we are not trying to argue that they are unimportant for understanding policy views. However, our results show that they do not generate the characteristic internal structure of ideology that we are interested in here.

5.4. Robustness checks

Supplementary Appendix contains five sets of robustness checks. First, some of our main analyses employed the composite measure of universalism. As specified in our pre-registration, Supplementary Appendix C.4 shows that very similar results hold if we work with universalism in altruism or universalism in trust separately.
Second, to tentatively probe the time stability of our results, Supplementary Appendix C.5 documents that the link between universalism and policy views is very similar among young and old survey participants.

Third, as we pre-registered, we employ instrumentation strategies from Gillen et al. (2019) to address the effects of measurement error in our elicitations of policy views and universalism. Results using multiple elicitations for both outcome and explanatory variables are very similar, see Supplementary Appendix D.

Fourth, we contracted with Dynata for $N = 1700$ respondents in each country, stratified to match the population on a number of dimensions. In Supplementary Appendix C.6, we replicate the analysis using these more representative samples, with very similar results.

Fifth, we address potential concerns over multiple hypothesis testing that may arise from our procedure of linking universalism to a vector of eight policy views (though we note that each of these analyses was pre-registered). To reduce such concerns, we first collapse the eight policy variables into a summary statistic, such that only one set of regressions needs to be run. This summary statistic was also pre-registered and is given by the average desired expenditure share for the five left-wing domains minus the average desired expenditure share for the three right-wing domains. Supplementary Appendix Table 11 shows that this summary statistic is strongly correlated with both universalism in altruism and universalism in trust.

Finally, as an additional remedy against multiple testing concerns, Supplementary Appendix C.8 implements the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure proposed by Benjamini, Krieger and Yekutieli (2006) and Anderson (2012). The adjusted $p$-values that result from this procedure are very similar to the unadjusted ones reported above.

6. DEMAND- AND SUPPLY-SIDE EXPLANATIONS

In trying to better understand the structure of policy views in the Western world, this article focuses on a demand-side explanation: that universalism systematically shapes (dis)approval of policies. We recognize, however, that supply-side mechanisms could also be driving some of the observed patterns. As posited in the political behaviour literature, voters might identify with a political party and then simply follow the party line on different policy domains. While it is not entirely clear why such a supply-side story should generate the particular clusters that we observe (in an identical fashion across countries), supply and demand-side mechanisms could also interact in important ways. For instance, it is conceivable that heterogeneity in universalism determines people’s policy views on “core” issues and therefore drives the sorting of voters into parties, but that voters simply follow the party line in other domains. Or, political views may exert a feedback effect on basic moral values (Hatemi, Crabtree and Smith, 2019), which suggests complex interactions between the supply- and demand-side of politics. We seek to provide additional evidence that underscores the relevance of the demand-side mechanism we propose, rather than to rule out that the supply side also matters.15

15. One piece of suggestive evidence that supply-side mechanism may play a role stems from our own surveys. In addition to the Western countries for which we reported the results above, we also implemented the same survey in Brazil and South Korea. As is well-known in comparative political science, intracorrelations among policy views outside the cultural West do not follow the same patterns as in the West and cannot be neatly organized according to a left-vs.-right axis. We therefore pre-registered that the link between universalism and policy views would be different in Brazil and South Korea. Supplementary Appendix C.9 replicates our main analysis for these two countries. The relationships between universalism and policy preferences are all weaker in magnitude and sometimes opposite in sign relative to those observed in Western countries. While these results do not allow us to disentangle between supply- and demand-side mechanisms, they are at least consistent with the view that a difference between Western and non-Western political
6.1. Specific policy implementations

As we discussed in Section 3, many of the policy domains we consider entail both universalist and communitarian elements, or could be implemented in more or less universalist ways. Hence, our hypotheses implicitly rely on the assumption that there exist default implementations for these policies. In the following, we leverage that policies often contain both universalist and communal elements and propose to respondents specific implementations of policies that are more or less universalist in nature. One way of thinking about these empirical exercises is that they are meant to “overwrite” people’s mental default implementations of the different policies.

To do so, our survey additionally elicited respondents’ desired government spending level for specific policy proposals (two for each broad policy domain). The general objective of this exercise was to manipulate the implementation of a policy, such that one was unambiguously more universalist than the other. We then investigate whether self-reported left-wingers become more supportive of canonical conservative policies once they are implemented in a more universalist fashion, and whether right-wingers become more supportive of canonical left-wing policies once they are implemented in a communitarian fashion.

To systematically manipulate the implementation of a policy, we manipulated the social distance between the respondent and the beneficiaries of a policy. For welfare, environmental protection and health care, we implemented this by manipulating geographic scope. To illustrate, consider the example of welfare payments. We elicited desired spending levels separately for (1) “Redistributing local tax revenues as welfare payments across all communities nationwide” and (2) “Redistributing local tax revenues as welfare payments only within the local communities they were raised.” We emphasized to respondents that every other aspect of the policy, e.g., collection of money and efficiency of redistribution, was identical between the two implementations. Thus, the two policies plausibly only differ in universalism-related aspects: who the money goes to (which concerns universalism in altruism) and whose tax cheating matters (which concerns universalism in trust). We used similar language to elicit the desired spending levels for health care that is funded through local vs. national tax revenues, and for local environmental protection vs. preventing global climate change, see Supplementary Appendix Table 17.

For foreign aid and affirmative action, we likewise manipulated the social distance between respondent and beneficiaries of a policy, except that this was done through other means than geography. For foreign aid, we separately elicit desired spending for (1) “Sending foreign aid to countries that are in most need of help” and (2) “Sending foreign aid to foreign countries that are our international allies”, which manipulates social distance. Similarly, for affirmative action, we separately elicit support for policies that ensure that (1) “no individual is disadvantaged” vs. that “no one of your same background (e.g. gender, ethnicity, or ancestry) is disadvantaged.” Again, this manipulates the universalist appeal of the policy domain because the latter proposal is directed at improving the welfare of in-group members. See Supplementary Appendix Table 17.

We acknowledge that not all of these specific policy implementations are as tight as the ones for welfare, health care, and environmental protection, in the sense that they sometimes change more than one aspect of a policy at the same time. However, we nonetheless view these exercises as competition is that parties in the West more aggressively frame political issues around themes related to universalism.

This may of course itself be partly driven by parties’ recognition of demand-side forces related to universalism.

16. Figure 5 in Supplementary Appendix B.2 provides a screenshot.

17. We process the data as follows. First, we again first perform a PPP conversion to USD. Second, because there are some huge outliers in the free text entry format, we delete all responses that are larger than 500 times the within-country median response. This affects 0.2% of responses. Third, as pre-registered, we winsorize the data at ±3SD. of the within-country mean, which affects 1.3% of all responses. Fourth, we take the inverse hyperbolic sine of these winsorized PPP amounts, and finally standardize these variables into z-scores, separately within each country.
Figure 11 illustrates the results by showing binned scatter plots that link arsinh desired spending levels for specific policy proposals to respondents’ self-reported left-vs.-right ideology (0–10), where higher values mean that the respondent considers himself more left-wing.
To conserve space, we show the results for welfare, environmental protection, and foreign aid; the results for healthcare and affirmative action look very similar, see Supplementary Appendix C.10. In each row, the left panel shows the link between left-vs.-right ideology and the more universalist policy implementation, while the right panel shows results for the more communitarian implementations.

Unsurprisingly, we see that a left-wing political orientation is strongly correlated with desired spending for national redistribution, global climate change prevention and foreign aid to the most needy. These are essentially the standard correlations that we see in the political discourse, as the more universalist policies arguably closely correspond to what we referred to as “default manipulation” (or default framing) in Section 3. However, much more interestingly, and as we hypothesized, we also see that self-identified left-wingers are no more supportive of redistribution, environmental protection and foreign aid once these policies are implemented in more communitarian ways. The partial correlations (conditional on country fixed effects) between the self-reported left-vs.-right scale and desired spending levels drops from \( \rho = 0.16 \) for national redistribution to \( \rho = 0.00 \) for local redistribution, from \( \rho = 0.20 \) for global climate change prevention to \( \rho = 0.07 \) for local environmental protection, and from \( \rho = 0.17 \) for foreign aid to the most needy to \( \rho = 0.03 \) for foreign aid to international allies.

In Supplementary Appendix C.10, we implement similar exercises for the traditional conservative spending categories of border control, military and police and law enforcement. In line with the results summarized above, we find that self-identified left-wingers become substantially more likely to support these expenditures once they focus on universalist objectives, such as peacekeeping by the military.

Overall, these patterns are suggestive that people’s policy views systematically depends on whether the policies are implemented in a universalist or communitarian fashion. This seems at odds with a pure supply-side account according to which people support certain government expenditure categories because they “learned” from their party that this is the right thing to do.

6.2. Universalist minorities and support for affirmative action

As a second strategy to document at least a partial role for demand-side explanations, we leverage that the role of moral universalism in some policy domains should be mediated by demographics. This is most evident for affirmative action, where, arguably, the link between universalism and support for affirmative action should be weaker among the beneficiaries of affirmative action (e.g. racial minorities, women).

To formally investigate this, in Columns (1) and (3) of Table 3, we regress support for affirmative action on moral universalism, interacted with a gender dummy. Columns (2) and (4) implement a similar analysis for racial minorities. Here, we restrict attention to the US, for which we argue have a clear hypothesis about who the racial minorities are that stereotypically benefit from affirmative action (Hispanics, African Americans, and Native Americans). According to our demand-side account, the coefficient on universalism should be smaller for the minority group, whereas a supply-side story would predict similar effects for minorities and non-minorities.

Overall, we see that the “effect” of universalism on affirmative action is weaker among racial minorities and women. We interpret these results as providing additional evidence for the partial relevance of a demand-side story.

18. In contrast, in the other countries in our sample, the race/ethnicity variable does not allow us to cleanly identify minorities/beneficiaries of affirmative action. For example, when a respondent in Germany indicates that s/he is not German but “Other European”, then this person may be a minority (because s/he may be a foreigner) but also a majority (because s/he is likely white).
6.3. Replicating results controlling for political ideology

Finally, we attempt to shut down the supply-side channel by looking at the relationship between universalism and policy preferences conditional on political affiliation. To this effect, Supplementary Appendix C.11 replicates all results reported above, controlling for fixed effects for respondents’ self-positioning on a 0–10 left-right scale. There are three results. First, universalism remains a statistically significant predictor of policy views in the same manner as identified in Section 5, see Supplementary Appendix Figure 32.

Second, in a difference-in-difference analysis, universalism is strongly correlated with the degree to which respondents prefer the more universalist implementation of a policy relative to the more communitarian one, conditional on political ideology fixed effects, see Supplementary Appendix Figure 33.

Third, and relatedly, Supplementary Appendix Figures 34 through 36 show the link between universalism and support for the specific universalist or communitarian policy implementations discussed in Section 6.1. We find that the relationship between policy views and universalism attenuates or reverses as we switch from a universalist to a more communitarian implementation of a policy, even when we include left–right fixed effects.

7. CONCLUSION

For decades, philosophers have argued about the scope of our moral obligations. Should we always be impartial? Do we have some special connection to those that are socially close to us, in a way that should make us trust them more and feel more morally responsible for them? These deep normative questions have direct empirical counterparts because many policies and government expenditure categories that are of central concern to economists implicitly or explicitly concern tradeoffs between strangers and those that are close to us. Yet, empirically, people exhibit large disagreement over what the morally appropriate way to treat different social groups is. This article...
has proposed that this individual-level heterogeneity in universalism accounts for the particular structure of policy views that Western democracies have seen over the last few decades.

We believe that this empirical insight is valuable for at least three reasons. First, it helps us to understand where political differences come from. Second, it sheds light on how policy-makers can appeal to voters by proposing policies with a particularly universalist or communitarian flavour. Third, our article arguably does some heavy lifting in terms of a dimensionality reduction of political views: rather than merely explain attitudes on one topic (e.g. redistribution) with people’s underlying moral preferences and beliefs, we endogenize a vector of eight (and perhaps more) policy views as a function of morality.

As discussed in Section 2, our analysis is conditional on two restrictions. First, we only analyse the structure of ideology as it has prevailed over the last 40–50 years. We do not have much to say about whether or how universalism mattered for policy in more distant history. This being said, there is some evidence that suggests that the relevance of universalism for politics has increased over time. The Democratic “loss of the South” and subsequent polarization were largely tied to ideas related to (non-) universalism (Kuziemko and Washington, 2018). Furthermore, Enke (2020) documents using text analyses that Republicans and Democrats used universalist vs. communal moral language in roughly equal frequencies until the mid-60’s but steadily diverged thereafter, which could be understood as suggesting that heterogeneity in universalism is more relevant politically today than in the past.

Second, our analysis deliberately focused on the Western world. The connection between the structure of ideology and morality might be different outside the West for various reasons. Future research is needed to understand why the political systems of non-“WEIRD” societies (Henrich, 2020) do not give rise to the ideological clusters that dominate the West, and which role morality plays in these contexts.
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